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The purpose of this guidance
This guidance is intended for laptop users and computer users working from home with whatever equipment
and furniture they have available.
A poorly set up workspace can lead to inefficiency, difficulty in getting motivated, problems with staying
focussed and the onset of aches and pains from adopting poor postures for prolonged periods of time.
This guide outlines how to optimise your home working environment. It includes general guidance followed by
three typical scenarios for users with different types of equipment available.

The three scenario guides in this document have been structured to take into account your starting point, so
find the scenario closest to your own and start from there.
Direct link to Scenario One
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Direct link to Scenario Two

Direct link to Scenario Three
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The fundamental components of ergonomic office work

General posture guidance
Relax your shoulders and
keep your arms close to your
body. Don’t stretch arms
forward for a long period of
time

Sit up straight, with your back
supported

Head level. Try not to flex head or neck
forward

Legs in a comfortable position. Move legs
and feet often

Feet firmly on floor or box
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Worksurface height

Seat height

Elbows in line with
worksurface

Worksurface height should
be approximately 740mm

The height of your worksurface should be the
same as your elbow height when seated. Aim for a
worksurface height of around 740mm.

X

Feet firmly on
the floor

If you do not have a height-adjustable chair
available, a dining chair will be approximately the
right height. However if it is too low, you can always
add height by sitting on a cushion.

Cushions on seat to
raise elbow height
and provide support
for back
Feet on a footrest
(box) rather than the
floor

It is not advisable to work at a kitchen counter or
island. There is usually limited legroom underneath,
forcing you away from the worksurface. This will
generally cause you to stoop and this poor posture
will likely lead to backache over time.

Ensure you are able to place your feet firmly on the
floor. This relieves pressure from the underside of
your thighs. If your feet cannot reach the floor, then
use a footrest if you have one or find a sturdy box
to place your feet on.

Display screen height

Whether you are using a laptop or have a desktop with a separate monitor, use anything you can to raise
the screen height to be in line with - or just below - eye height. Use a laptop support if you have one,
alternatively, a stable stack of books or a sturdy box would work.
If you are raising the height of your laptop, it is essential that you use a separate keyboard and mouse rather
than the laptop’s own input devices.
Your keyboard should be at least 100mm from the edge of the table so that you can rest your wrists on the
table when not typing. Always keep the mouse as close to your keyboard as possible to avoid overreaching.
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Legroom

Stand up to work
A cluttered floor area restricts
legroom and movement and can
create a trip hazard

When standing, the height
of the desk should be just
below elbow height

Your legroom area should be clear, so that you
can stretch your legs and change position to use
different parts of the desk for different tasks. Try to
leave enough empty space under the table so that
you can move your legs freely.

Active working
Don’t sit still for too
long. Change your
posture every few
minutes

In order to maintain good spinal health, make
small frequent changes in posture. Movement
is essential. Spinal discs are like sponges, they
do not have their own blood supply so rely on
movement to stay hydrated and keep your back
healthy. No posture is a good posture if it is static.
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If feasible, stand up to work from time to time at
a surface which is similar in height to your elbow
height. Bear in mind that kitchen counters are too
low for working at while standing.

Breaks
Take mini
breaks once
every hour, for
example to get a
drink and stretch
your legs

You should get away from your laptop every 45
minutes to an hour to do another type of work, walk
about or get a drink. Getting hydrated regularly is
good for you.
Take frequent breaks before you become tired.
Many mini breaks are better for you than one very
long break. It takes you a lot longer to recover if
you work for extended periods without a break.
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Environmental factors
Ensure you make your environment as good as possible to help you work more comfortably and efficiently.

Aim to avoid direct sunlight shining onto your
screen or in your eyes. If possible, position the
computer screen so that it is at 90º to a window.
If there is sunlight streaming in, lower the blind or
draw the curtains.

Ensure you have enough fresh air in the room
to keep you alert. Prevent the room from getting
stuffy.

Do not work in a room that is too dark. The contrast between the screen and the ambient lighting will be too
high and cause eye strain. Turn on overhead or other indirect lighting to reduce the contrast.

If the ambient light is not sufficient for reading documents, you may benefit from using a desktop lamp.
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Scenario One: Emergency set-up for working at home
Worksurface height

Seat height

Elbows in line with
worksurface
Worksurface height should
be approximately 740mm

Choose a table or worksurface as close to 740mm
high as possible with enough depth to fit your
knees under when sitting.

Legroom

A cluttered floor area restricts
legroom and movement and can
create a trip hazard

Feet firmly on
the floor

Choose a comfortable chair which is high enough
for you to sit upright with your upper arms almost
vertical, your forearms almost horizontal and your
elbows just above the level of the top of the table.
You may need to sit on a cushion to help you
achieve the correct elbow height.

Cushions on seat to
raise elbow height
and provide support
for back
Feet on a footrest
(box) rather than the
floor

Your legroom area should be clear, so that you
can stretch your legs and change position to use
different parts of the desk for different tasks. Try to
leave enough empty space under the table so that
you can move your legs freely.
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Ensure you are able to place your feet firmly on the
floor. This relieves pressure from the underside of
your thighs. If your feet cannot reach the floor, then
use a footrest if you have one or find a sturdy box
to place your feet on.
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Display screen height and distance
Position keyboard at least 100mm
from front edge of table / desk.
Avoid stretching your arms to reach
the keyboard
Ideally, the display should be at arm’s length.
Tilt it back a little to increase the distance
between your eyes and the screen

Place laptop on a stable surface
Ensure cables trail
safely to avoid trip
hazards

Place the laptop so that the screen is as far away from your eyes as possible, whilst you are also able to
reach the keyboard without stretching your arms forward. You could tilt the screen back a little to increase
the distance between your eyes and the screen.
Position your equipment where it is stable so it will not be dislodged accidentally and will not fall off
the table. Make sure that cables trail safely, staying away from your feet and your chair, so they do not
become a trip hazard or electrical shock risk.

Breaks

Active working
Don’t sit still for too
long. Change your
posture every few
minutes

Do not adopt a static posture for an extended
period. To remain alert and avoid muscle fatigue
and feeling tired, change your posture from time to
time and stretch your legs and feet.

You should get away from your laptop every 45
minutes to an hour to do another type of work, walk
about or get a drink. Getting hydrated regularly is
good for you.
Take frequent breaks before you become tired.
Many mini breaks are better for you than one very
long break. It takes you a lot longer to recover if
you work for extended periods without a break.

Although this is not an ideal workstation setup, it should allow you to work without being too
uncomfortable as long as you take frequent breaks.
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Environmental factors
Ensure you make your environment as good as possible to help you work more comfortably and efficiently.

Aim to avoid direct sunlight shining onto your
screen or in your eyes. Position the laptop on a
table about right angles to the window or lower the
blind or draw the curtains.

Ensure you have enough fresh air in the room
to keep you alert. Prevent the room from getting
stuffy.

Do not work in a room that is too dark, if the contrast between your computer screen and the ambient lighting
is too high, you may experience eye strain.

If the ambient light is not sufficient for reading documents, you may benefit from using a desktop lamp.
9
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Scenario Two: Working with a laptop and a separate keyboard
and mouse
You may have access to a few ergonomic aids such as a separate keyboard, a mouse, a laptop holder/
laptop riser or a separate monitor.

Worksurface height

Legroom
A cluttered floor area restricts
legroom and movement and can
create a trip hazard

Worksurface height should
be approximately 740mm

Choose a table or worksurface as close to 740mm
high as possible with enough depth to fit your
knees under when sitting.

Try to leave enough empty space under the table
so that you can move your legs freely.

Seat height

Elbows in line with
worksurface

Feet firmly on
the floor

Choose a comfortable chair which is high enough
for you to sit upright with your upper arms almost
vertical, your forearms almost horizontal and your
elbows just above the level of the top of the table.
You may need to sit on a cushion to help you
achieve the correct elbow height.
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Cushions on seat to
raise elbow height
and provide support
for back
Feet on a footrest
(box) rather than the
floor

Ensure you are able to place your feet firmly on the
floor. This relieves pressure from the underside of
your thighs. If your feet cannot reach the floor, then
use a footrest if you have one or find a sturdy box
to place your feet on.
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Display screen height and distance
Top of laptop screen
in line with eye
height
External keyboard
and mouse

Stack of books to
raise top of laptop
screen nearer to eye
height
External keyboard
and mouse

If you have a separate keyboard and mouse, place the laptop on a laptop support, if you have one alternatively a stable stack of books or a sturdy box would work. The laptop should be high enough so that
the top of the screen is in line with - or just below - eye height. Always use a separate keyboard and mouse
when your laptop is raised or when you are using a separate monitor. Your keyboard should be at least
100mm from the edge of the table so that you can rest your wrists on the table when not typing. Always
keep the mouse as close to your keyboard as possible to avoid overreaching.

Align the top of both
displays as closely
as possible

Display should be
approximately at
arm’s length

Connect your laptop
to a separate monitor

If you have a separate monitor available, adjust
the height of the monitor so that the top of it is in
line with - or just below - eye height. It is quite likely
that this monitor is larger than your laptop screen.
To get a comfortable distance between your eyes
and the monitor, you may need to push the monitor
further away from you than you usually place your
laptop, approximately an arm’s length away.
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Adjust the position of the object under the laptop
so that the screen is approximately at arms length
from your eyes, so you can read text on the screen
comfortably.
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Safety

Active working
Position your equipment
where it is stable and will
not fall off the table

Don’t sit still for too
long. Change your
posture every few
minutes

Ensure cables trail
safely to avoid trip
hazards

Position your equipment where it is stable so it will
not be dislodged accidentally and will not fall off
the table. Make sure that cables trail safely, staying
away from your feet and your chair, so they do not
become a trip hazard or electrical risk.

Do not adopt a static posture for an extended
period. To remain alert and avoid muscle fatigue
and feeling tired, change your posture from time to
time and stretch your legs and feet.

Breaks
Take mini
breaks once
every hour, for
example to get a
drink and stretch
your legs

You should get away from your laptop every 45 minutes to an hour to do another type of work, walk about or
get a drink. Getting hydrated regularly is good for you.
Take frequent breaks before you become tired. Many mini breaks are better for you than one very long break.
It takes you a lot longer to recover if you work for extended periods without a break.

Although this is not an ideal workstation setup, it should allow you to work without being too
uncomfortable as long as you take frequent breaks.
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Environmental factors
Ensure you make your environment as good as possible to help you work more comfortably and efficiently.

Aim to avoid direct sunlight shining onto your
screen or in your eyes. Position the laptop on a
table about right angles to the window or lower the
blind or draw the curtains.

Ensure you have enough fresh air in the room
to keep you alert. Prevent the room from getting
stuffy.

Do not work in a room that is too dark. The contrast between the screen and the ambient lighting will be too
high and cause eye strain. Turn on overhead or other indirect lighting to reduce the contrast.

If the ambient light is not sufficient for reading documents, you may benefit from using a desktop lamp.
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Scenario Three: Home office
Your employer may have provided you with a desk and an adjustable chair. You may be working with a
desktop computer (or a laptop) and one or two large screens, possibly on monitor arm/s provided by your
employer. All of these items should be compliant with the requirements of the Display Screen Equipment
Regulations.

Location

Office chair set up

Adjust backrest, or lumbar
device, to give you good
lumbar support
Adjust armrest height
Adjust depth of seat

Adjust the backrest or lumbar device to a position
to give you a good lumbar support. Depending
on what adjustability your chair may have, make
each adjustment to match your body. If you do not
have the instruction leaflet, visit the manufacturer’s
website where you may be able to download the
instructions or view an online instruction video.
Think about the location of your workstation in
the room. Make sure you place your desk where
you will have enough space behind you so that
you do not bump into things when you move your
chair. Aim to avoid direct sunlight shining onto your
screen or in your eyes. Position your desk and
screen or monitor about right angles to the window
or lower the blind or draw the curtains.

Fixed-height desk

Adjust chair
height to suit
desktop
height
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If you have a fixed-height desk, adjust the height
of your chair to match the height of the desk so
that you sit upright with your upper arms almost
vertical, your forearms almost horizontal and your
elbows just above the level of the top of the desk.
If your feet do
not reach the
floor, use a
footrest or
sturdy box

Ensure that you are able to place your feet flat
on the floor to prevent the chair putting too much
pressure on the underside of your thighs. If your
feet cannot reach the floor, then use a footrest or
a sturdy box to place your feet on.
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Height-adjustable desk
First adjust the height of your chair so you are
able to place your feet flat on the floor

When standing, the height
of the desk should be just
below elbow height

Then set the
height of desk to
match your
elbow height

If you have a height-adjustable desk, first adjust the height of your chair so that you are able to place your
feet flat on the floor. This will prevent the chair from putting too much pressure on the underside of your
thighs. Then adjust the height of your desk so that you can sit upright with your upper arms almost vertical,
your forearms almost horizontal and your elbows just above the level of the top of the desk. Alternate
frequently between sitting and standing; when standing, the height of the desk should be just below your
elbow height.

Legroom

Display screens
A cluttered floor area restricts
legroom and movement and can
create a trip hazard

Display should be
approximately at
arm’s length

Top of screen in line
with, or just below,
eye height

External keyboard
and mouse

Keep the space under the desk free of clutter so
that you can move your feet and legs easily and
change the position of your chair to utilise different
parts of your desk for different tasks.

Adjust the height of the display screens so that
the top of them are in line with - or just below - eye
height. It is quite likely that the monitor you have
been given is larger than your laptop screen. To
achieve a comfortable distance between your eyes
and the monitor, you may need to push the monitor
further away from you than you usually place your
laptop, perhaps about an arm’s length away.
If you are working with two large monitors, make
sure the one you are using mostly is immediately in
front of you, to prevent you from twisting your body
or head for extended periods of time.
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Accessories
Keyboard should be at
least 100mm from the
edge of the desk

Position your
equipment where it
is stable and make
sure cables trail
safely

You should follow any training or guidance on
the use of your computer workstation that your
employer provided. You should also follow the
guidance on working with computers provided
by The Health and Safety Executive at
https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg36.pdf

Your keyboard should be at least 100mm from the
edge of the table so that you can rest your wrists
on the table when not typing. Always keep the
mouse as close to your keyboard as possible to
avoid overreaching.
Position your equipment where it is stable so it will
not be dislodged accidentally and will not fall off
the table. Make sure that cables trail safely, staying
away from your feet and your chair, so they do not
become a trip hazard or electrical risk.

Active working
Don’t sit still for too
long. Change your
posture every few
minutes

Do not adopt a static posture for an extended
period. To remain alert and avoid muscle fatigue
and feeling tired, change your posture from time to
time and stretch your legs and feet.

Breaks
Take mini
breaks once
every hour, for
example to get a
drink and stretch
your legs

You should get away from your laptop or computer
periodically to do another type of work, walk about
or get a drink of water. Getting hydrated regularly is
good for you.
Take frequent breaks before you become tired.
Many mini breaks are better for you than one very
long break. It takes you a lot longer to recover if you
work for extended periods without a break.
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Environmental factors
Ensure you make your environment as good as possible to help you work more comfortably and efficiently.

Aim to avoid direct sunlight shining onto your
screen or in your eyes. Position the screen or
monitor on a table about right angles to the window
or lower the blind or draw the curtains.

Ensure you have enough fresh air in the room
to keep you alert. Prevent the room from getting
stuffy.

Do not work in a room that is too dark. The contrast between the screen and the ambient lighting will be too
high and cause eye strain. Turn on overhead or other indirect lighting to reduce the contrast.

If the ambient light is not sufficient for reading documents, you may benefit from using a desktop lamp.
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